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What is School of Life Design?
School of Life Design (SoLD) is a curriculum for accessing the 
Now, training attention and subverting social constructs. Combining 
the principles of design with elements of magick, meditation, and 
manifestation, SoLD makes interactive guides for harnessing the 
creative power of thought and emotion.

Founded in 2010 by Kelly Cree and Jessica Mullen, SoLD 
utilizes the principles of design as a framework for shaping life 
experience. Gratitude is the use of emphasis: focus on what you 
like and what you want more of. Mental codes (or mantras) create 
peaceful mental rhythm. Consciousness is the balance of doing, 
thinking, feeling and being. Intention is the purposeful movement 
of energy. Visualization generates new patterns of thought and 
expectation. Transmutation creates joy out of the contrast of pain. 
Channeling reveals the unity and connectedness of all things.

When used deliberately, these tools enable you to create and 
experience the reality you prefer. In each moment, you are faced 
with a design decision: where do you focus your awareness? With 
daily practice of SoLD’s ever-evolving methodology for conscious 
creation you will experience the manifestations, synchronicities and 
miracles you desire. Design your reality instead of the other way 
around; only you are the creator of you.

Learn more at 
www.schooloflifedesign.com
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ACCEPT UNCONDITIONALLY
everything you feel right now

BECOME AWARE OF THE RELIEF
that accompanies acceptance

REVEAL THE JOY
that is natural to the observer
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INTRODUCTION

This workbook is about becoming aware of your emotions and 
the role they play in the physical expression of your life. First, 
you impress your subconscious with feelings, and then life 
turns those emotional impressions into physical expressions. 
We used to say that thoughts create your reality, but really it’s 
your emotions that do the creating. The thoughts can bring 
about emotions, but it’s the emotions that actually create. 

First, we will help you become aware of how you’re feeling and 
welcome ALL of those emotions. This workbook isn’t about 
suppressing emotions or pretending they don’t exist. It is about 
bringing awareness to them, noticing them, and boldly inviting 
all of them. Greet them with enthusiasm, no matter what they 
are, because even if you prefer not to feel this way, this emotion 
is causing you to ask for its opposite. 

As we progress through the exercises, not only will you become 
aware of your emotions, you learn how to practice the feelings 
you want to feel. Just like anything you want to get better at, 
feeling how you want to feel takes practice. It requires diligence,
trust and gratitude. The exercises in this zine will give you 
the tools to deepen those skills while also guiding you up the 
emotional scale. 
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MEDITATION FOR 
REVEALING ENTHUSIASM 

Breathe in and raise your vibration!
Breathe out and release your resistance!

Breathe in and raise your vibration!
Breathe out and release your resistance!

Breathe in and feel your mind slow down.
Breathe out and let your thoughts go.

You’re in the right place at the right time. 
You’re doing everything right. 

Breathe in and relax your body.
Breathe out and relax your mind.

Feeling is the secret. One of our earlier spiritual teachers, Neville 
Goddard, wrote a book called Feeling Is the Secret. And in this book, 
he describes how, in order to have your wishes fulfilled, you must feel 
the way you’ll feel when you get your wish granted.

Breathe in and think about what you want.
Breathe out and really visualize it. What is it that you want today?

I want to make progress on my journal. I want to have fun working 
out. I want to have fun with my wife. And I just want to be energized 
and in the flow. And I want everything to get done without me 
having to try. What do you want?

Breathe in and imagine how you’ll feel when you get what you want.
Breathe out and really imagine that feeling.
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How will I feel when I’ve made great progress on the new journal 
and I’ve worked out and had fun and I’ve laughed with my wife? 
I’ll feel on top of the world. I’ll feel enthusiastic about life! And 
that’s the feeling I’m going to choose right now. You must become 
it, to see it!

Breathe in and choose to feel the way you want to feel right now!
Breathe out and really choose that feeling. Do it right now. 

What does it feel like to get what you want? Summon that feeling! 
By summoning that feeling, your conscious mind impresses upon 
your subconscious what you want. And then your subconscious 
makes that your reality. It objectifies your emotions. So, remember: 
Whatever it is you want, start feeling the way you would feel if you 
got it, right now!

Breathe in and feel enthusiastic about life!
Breathe out and remember: Yes is the language of enthusiasm!

As you go about your day, if enthusiasm is what you want to feel, 
say to yourself, “YES! YES! YES! YES! YES! YES!” When you’re 
filling the water pitcher: YES! When you’re cleaning the cat litter: 
YES! When you’re staring off into space: YES! When you’re hearing 
annoying noises: YES! Repeat the word YES to yourself over and 
over and over and over! This will reveal the feeling of enthusiasm 
within you! Make feeling the way you want to feel your priority 
today! And you will find your emotion is objectified into your 
life experience. 

Breathe in and say yes!
Breathe out and feel so enthusiastic about your day! 
Because feeling is the secret! Yes!
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How do you feel? It seems like a simple question, but how often do you take 
the time to dig deep and answer it? The premise of this book is that emotions 
precede all of life experience. Tuning into, interpreting and addressing how you 
feel is the most important thing you can ever do. It is the only work. When 
you get good at not only recognizing how you feel but actively changing it, the 
rest of your life falls into place. This chapter will teach you how to transmute 
and practice certain emotions, but first you must learn to feel for, recognize and 
welcome what’s there.

As a matter of fact, don’t just welcome your emotions—especially the so-called 
“bad” ones—lovingly embrace them. Or, as Carolyn Elliott (PhD and author of 
Existential Kink and Awaken Your Genius) recommends, tell your emotions, “Yes 
please devour my life. Please propel me to act out. Everything. All of it. Take 
me over. Yes. Please eat my ego. Devour me, take all of me, thank you, I love 
you, yes.”  This book isn’t about denying any of the emotions you feel. To the 
contrary, it is about wildly celebrating everything you feel as an already perfect 
expression of the god (source energy) within.

Instructions
1. How do you feel on the surface? Write down the first emotions that come 
to mind. Writing down what’s on top for you will help you get deeper. As you 
record your answer, welcome the emotions.

2. Dig a little deeper. What’s just below the surface of your current emotions? 
Is there something that’s been there for a few days or weeks? Examine it and 
write it down. Again, embrace and celebrate how you’ve been feeling, whether 
good or bad.

3. Dig even deeper. Are there feelings that have been with you ever since you 
can remember? Feelings that are so deep they feel like a part of who you are?
As you write them down, remember that these emotions have been creating the 
physical reality you see around you. Welcome your deepest emotions. When 
you welcome, embrace, and accept how you feel, instead of resisting it, the 
emotion can be integrated and pass through you like a cloud.

HOW DO YOU FEEL?
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“Situations don’t make you unhappy,” explains Eckhart Tolle in his book Stillness 
Speaks, “Your thoughts make you unhappy. Your interpretations, the stories you 
tell yourself make you unhappy.”

Has anyone ever not written or called you back and suddenly your mind starts 
inventing a bunch of reasons why? “They must hate me,” or, “They’re rude 
and disrespectful,” or, “There’s something wrong with me.” None of that is 
necessarily true, yet the mind races to create these narratives. These narratives, 
Tolle says, “are unconsciously designed to enhance our always deficient sense 
of self through being ‘right’ and making something or someone ‘wrong’.”

But how much of those narratives is actually true? If someone hasn’t explicitly 
told you, you have no idea why they do what they do and inventing some kind 
of story around it never helps. By just accepting it as it is, you can move past 
suffering and into the present. Even when it comes to things that are out of 
your control, like the weather, you have a choice whether you allow it to affect 
your mood. 

Instructions
1. What’s affecting your mood? Write down the why of it in the space provided. 
(Examples: “He blew me off.” “She doesn’t do enough to maintain the friend-
ship.” “This rain ruined my day.”)

2. Now strip all judgment and qualifying adjectives from the statement. 
(Examples: “He didn’t reply.” “She wasn’t there.” “It is raining.”)

Do you feel relief when writing the second version? Without attaching the 
mind’s interpretations to situations, you are able to release all the suffering built 
up around the situation and accept it as it is. You don’t need to resist and you 
don’t need to change it. You just notice it as it is. Only then do you see the real 
truth of the situation.

PRACTICE THE 
FEELING OF 
 ACCEPTANCE
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When you want something, really you just want the feeling of relief. You want 
to feel relieved of the stress you’ve built up around it. You want to feel relieved 
of the tension in your body. You want to be able to breathe easy. You want a sigh 
of relief !

Not only can you feel relief right now, you must feel it right now if you want 
life to follow! 

Instructions
1. What situation in your life are you dreading, stressed about, or uncertain 
about the outcome?

2. How do you feel when you think about it?

3. What do you want the outcome to be? 

Imagine you just got what you wrote down for #3. Breathe a huge sigh of relief. 
Make it a production! Get your body involved. Make a loud “ahhhh” noise if 
you can. The louder the better! 

4.  How do you feel now?

Hold on to that feeling as long as you can, and return to it whenever you stress 
about the situation. All that matters is how you feel about it right now, and if 
you can feel relief first, then the relief in your physical world will follow.  

SIGH OF RELIEF
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Enthusiasm is our natural state, but we encase it in so much resistance, it often 
only shines through in spurts.  

Sometimes we’re afraid to be enthusiastic because we don’t want to get our 
hopes up just to be let down. “What if I get excited about this and it doesn’t 
happen?” But what if you could find a way to be excited no matter the outcome?

Other times, our lust for life could be stunted by our worries about how others 
perceive it. A friend once told Jessica that her enthusiasm was overwhelming. 
Of course, she took it as a compliment! But it’s no secret that many people 
frown upon or simply cannot handle when others are enthusiastic and excited 
about life. Fuck them! You don’t have to care what they think! You’ve found the 
source of all creation within you and you’re entitled to be joyous about it!

Instructions
Ask yourself, “What’s blocking my enthusiasm?” Write down the first thing 
that comes to mind in the candle at right. It may be that you’re hungry or tired, 
or worried or caught in a mental loop. If you don’t know, write down what you 
would answer if you did know.

Then burn it with the flame of awareness and retrieve the prize at the center 
that’s been there all along! When you bring awareness to the blockages, they 
melt away because awareness purifies anything that is an illusion. When you 
look at the blockages, they’re no longer there because you know they’re not
real or truth.

PRACTICE THE 
FEELING OF 
ENTHUSIASM
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When you’re trying to lift yourself up, what are you really doing? It may seem 
that the work of boosting your confidence must be to toot your own horn, but 
even in doing that, you are ultimately attempting to assuage fears and limiting 
beliefs. Feeling more confident in yourself has a lot more to do with releasing 
negative thoughts than it does with trying to implant positive ones. When 
we cut the resistant thoughts loose, we easily and naturally embody our most 
capable and magickal selves.

Instructions
1. What is something you want to do (or have to do), but you’re dreading it or 
you can’t make yourself do it?

2. How would you feel about doing the task if you knew the outcome was going 
to be positive? How would you feel about going to the dentist if you knew you 
weren’t going to have any cavities? How would you feel about working on your 
current project if you knew it was going to end up massively successful? 

3. Think of three other times when you had the feeling of knowing something 
was going to turn out your way. Write down each of the outcomes in the space 
provided. As you conjure those experiences, focus specifically on the feeling you 
had preceding them. What did that feeling of certainty feel like? Return to that 
feeling each time your current situation brings you back to the top of the high 
dive. Bring forth that feeling of knowing life’s waters are always there to catch 
you, and take the leap.

PRACTICE THE 
FEELING OF 
SUCCESS
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One of Kelly and Jessica’s most long-standing spiritual and mystical practices is 
stream of consciousness writing. They both spend about 20 minutes daily using 
writing as a methodology for tuning their vibrations. One thing that Kelly 
consistently returns to in her writing is the question of what she knows. “What 
do I know to be true?” she asks herself, putting aside the illusions of society and 
digging deep into a knowledge that exists beyond physical experience in the pit 
of her soul. It changes, but it’s always some rendition of, “I am the one and only 
creator of my life experience.”

Instructions
What is your core belief ? What is the core concept driving your life? 
Write it in the moon base.

When you know what your core belief is, everything can come back to 
that. Your core belief is your god. You can always ask yourself if the thought 
you’re thinking or the way you’re currently looking at yourself and the world 
is in accordance with your core belief—what you know to be true. This core 
knowledge is like a home base, something you can always return to, to feel safe 
and secure. A place where nothing that isn’t in alignment with your core belief 
is allowed to enter.

Don’t just write down what you know; really feel the feeling of knowing it. 
How would you feel if you knew without a doubt that life is always on your 
side? That life is meant to be fun? That your abundance is infinite? Some liken 
that feeling to the feeling of god, the feeling of total release of control. Total 
trust and knowing. And when you know something is going to happen, it does.

PRACTICE THE 
FEELING OF KNOWING
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In Carolyn Elliott’s book, Existential Kink, she describes our ultimate creative 
power as being able to see the total perfection of ourselves and the reality that 
already exists. When we choose to see from the perspective of god and know 
life is already perfect, we influence the circumstances of our lives. By embracing 
and celebrating all we already are and have, we step into our power as creators. 
When we feel the feeling of, “This is already perfect! I am already perfect!” it 
plants the seed in our subconscious, which then births circumstances and 
synchronicities of perfection.

But we must choose to feel the perfection before we see it. We must embrace 
our circumstances as they are. We must love ourselves exactly as we currently 
are. Only by fully committing to enjoying life as it is, are we able to change it 
to our liking. We don’t have to take any action to change our lives—life already 
knows what we want. We only have to remember our god perspective of 

“Already perfect, wow!” to create the exact perfect reality we desire. 

Instructions
Think of a few things in your life you’d like to change. Maybe your body, your 
job, your finances, or your relationships. Fill in each speech bubble with some-
thing you think needs to change, and then imagine god telling you it’s already 
perfect. “My body” is already perfect! Then, trace over the word “WOW” for 
each bubble. What would it be like to see this situation as already perfect? 
Can you access that feeling of knowing it’s perfect? The more you can access 
the knowing that it already is perfect, the more fertile the seed you plant to 
come back to you in the future.

You don’t have to think about reasons why these things are already perfect. 
The aim is to feel the feeling of knowing they’re already perfect. When god 
tells you something, don’t ever doubt it; know that it is true.

Another way to look at it is this: if you can feel the total perfection of where 
you are, you are present in the moment. If you cannot access that feeling, you 
know you’re not present. Practice saying to yourself for each item, “It really is 
already totally perfect, WOW!” And do your best to feel it. The closer you can 
get to that feeling, the more you will know it is true!

ALREADY PERFECT
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me

me

me

is already perfect

is already perfect

is already perfect
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A change of feeling 
is a change of destiny.

neville goddard



Beyond Gratitude is a 7-part 
emotional literacy course designed 
to help you realize the connection 
between how you feel and the 
objective experience you live.

This workbook is a sub-section 
of the longer-form Beyond 
Manifestation Journal—a monthly 
planner and activity book featuring 
31 activities for practicing presence.

Learn more at
www.schooloflifedesign.com
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